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Abstract

The first rigid and sterically regular chiral poly[2,20-bis(diphenylphosphino)-1,10-binaphthyl] [poly(BINAP)] is
synthesized. The application of this polymer ligand in asymmetric hydrogenations is examined. High enantioselec-
tivity for the asymmetric hydrogenation of ketones is achieved. The catalytic properties of the poly(BINAP)-based
catalysts are very similar to those of the BINAP catalysts. This study further demonstrates that rigid and sterically
regular polymer structures are able to preserve the catalytic properties of monomer catalysts. © 2000 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Application of chiral phosphine ligands in transition metal-catalyzed asymmetric hydrogenations has
been studied extensively in the past two decades.1–4 This activity has led to the discovery of a number
of highly enantioselective chiral phosphine-based catalysts which have been used in the pharmaceutical
industry for the synthesis of chiral drug molecules. Among the successful asymmetric hydrogenation
catalysts are those made of optically active 2,20-bis(diphenylphosphino)-1,10-binaphthyl (BINAP) (R)-
or (S)-1.1–3 The BINAP-based transition metal catalysts are found to catalyze the hydrogenation of
compounds such as enamides and ketones with good enantioselectivity.

In our laboratory, we are interested in developing polymer-based chiral ligands for asymmetric
catalysis because using polymers allows the easy recovery and reuse of the often quite expensive chiral
ligands.5 We have recently demonstrated that incorporation of highly enantioselective monomer ligands
into rigid and sterically regular polymer backbones can generate highly enantioselective polymeric
catalysts.6,7 Both the steric and electronic environments of the monomer catalysts can be maintained
in the rigid and sterically regular polymers. For example, we have converted a monomeric binaphthyl
compound (R)-2 into a polymer (R)-3 and have found that both (R)-2 and (R)-3 are excellent catalysts
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for the asymmetric reactions of organozincs with aldehydes.7 We have also applied the same strategy to
construct an enantioselective polymeric catalyst based on the BINAP ligand. Herein, our synthesis of the
novel rigid and optically active poly(BINAP) and its application in asymmetric catalysis are reported.

We have carried out the Suzuki coupling8 of a chiral binaphthyl monomer (R)-49 with 510 followed by
reduction of the phosphinoxy groups with trichlorosilane11 to prepare poly(BINAP) (R)-6 (Scheme 1).12

This polymer is a yellow solid and is soluble in common organic solvents such as methylene chloride,
THF, chloroform and toluene. Gel permeation chromatography analysis shows that its molecular weight
is Mw=5800 and Mn=4300 (PDI=1.35) relative to polystyrene standards. The specific optical rotation of
(R)-6 is [�]D=36.6 (c=0.12, THF). The31P NMR spectrum of the polymer shows a predominate singlet
at�14.8 ppm, identical to the phosphine signal of (R)-1 (�14.8 ppm). The1H NMR spectrum of this
polymer is also well resolved, indicating a well-defined structure.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of a rigid and optically active poly(BINAP)

We have used (R)-6 to prepare a polymeric rhodium complex for the asymmetric hydrogenation of
dehydroamino acid derivatives (Scheme 2).4,13 The catalyst was obtained in situ by treatment of (R)-6
with Rh(COD)2BF4 (COD=1,5-cyclooctadiene) in a 1.1:1 ratio in THF. The resulting catalyst suspension
was tested for the hydrogenation of dehydroamino acid derivatives at room temperature. The reactions
were conducted under 30 psi of hydrogen and were stopped until there was no further hydrogen uptake.
The experimental results are summarized in Table 1. In the presence of this poly(BINAP) catalyst, up to
75% ee was observed for the hydrogenation ofZ-methyl�-(benzamido) cinnamate (entry 1). This result
is almost the same as the use of the rhodium complex made from the monomeric BINAP ligand (R)-1
(entry 2). This again demonstrates that the catalytic properties of the monomer ligand are preserved in
the rigid polymer. The polymeric complex can be easily recovered by simple filtration under nitrogen
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after the reaction. The recovered polymer catalyst exhibited the same enantioselectivity as the original
polymer catalyst (entry 3).

Scheme 2. Asymmetric hydrogenation of dehydroamino acid derivatives by the poly(BINAP)–Rh catalyst

Table 1
Hydrogenation of dehydroamino acid using poly(BINAP) (R)-6 as the chiral liganda

We have also used poly(BINAP) (R)-6 to prepare a chiral polymeric ruthenium complex for the
asymmetric hydrogenation of methyl aryl ketones (Scheme 3). Recently, Noyori and co-workers reported
an air-stable BINAP/diamine–Ru complex which showed high selectivity in the hydrogenation of
ketones.14 Following the same procedure, a polymeric phosphine–diamine–Ru complex was prepared
by treatment of (R)-6 with [RuCl2(C6H6)]2 in DMF followed by addition of (R,R)-DPEN [(R,R)-
DPEN=(R,R)-1,2-diphenylethylenediamine]. The resulting catalyst showed a predominate31P NMR
signal at 46.3 ppm, very close to the corresponding monomeric BINAP complex (47.4 ppm).14b This
poly(BINAP) complex is air-stable which allows both the reaction work-up and the catalyst recovery to
be conducted in air. As shown in Table 2, this polymeric catalyst exhibits very good enantioselectivity
for the hydrogenation of certain ketones. The hydrogen pressure did not influence the stereoselectivity
but higher hydrogen pressure accelerated the reaction. The catalyst was recovered by precipitation with
methanol after work-up. The recovered polymer catalyst showed similar reactivity and selectivity to the
original catalyst. The catalytic properties of this poly(BINAP)-based catalyst are also very similar to
those of the monomer catalyst made from (R)-1.

Scheme 3. Asymmetric hydrogenation of ketones by a poly(BINAP)–Ru catalyst

In summary, a novel rigid and sterically regular chiral polymeric phosphine ligand has been synthesi-
zed. The catalysts based on this poly(BINAP) ligand have been used in asymmetric catalysis and have
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Table 2
Asymmetric hydrogenation of ketones catalyzed by the poly(BINAP)–Ru complexa

exhibited very good enantioselectivity.15 The study of these polymer catalysts versus the monomeric
BINAP catalysts demonstrates again that the catalytic properties of an enantioselective monomer catalyst
can be preserved in a rigid and sterically regular polymer backbone. The use of the polymer-based
materials allows the easy recovery and reuse of these catalysts.
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